CSS Phoebe Content Management
A Result of Collaborative CSS and RAC Application Development
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Background

- What is Phoebe Search
- How is CSS involved in Phoebe Search as it relates to Phoebe Content Management
Why Upload Documents into Phoebe Search

● Convenient, easy and efficient

● Saves filing space (physical and shared drive)

● One central location for records
  ○ Complies with UCOP record retention policy

● Promotes a collaborative environment
  ○ Between CSS RAs of different teams, units, PIs
  ○ CSS RAs and Campus Departments
Accolades and Recognition

- And the winner of last Month’s Content Management File Upload
  - Drumroll please…
- And the Next Award will be recognized
  - TBD (Email, RA Event, etc)
  - It may be you!?!
Communication

- Artawood Chitamitara, artawood@berkeley.edu, CSS Research Administration Team 4, Giannini Hall
- Jonathan Lai, jonathanlai@berkeley.edu, CSS RAC Programmer, 2150 Shattuck Building
- Harpreet Rehal, hrehal@berkeley.edu, CSS Process Manager, 1608 4th St Berkeley (the CSS Building)
- Katie Hudson, khudson@berkeley.edu, CSS Team 4 Manager, Giannini Hall
- Phoebe Implementation Team, phoebe-help@berkeley.edu, University of California Berkeley, Berkeley, CA
We Can Do It!

DON’T WAIT FOR NEW AWARDS